**Presentation of the Awards**

Economics Department Chair Adam Gifford welcomes students, members of the faculty, friends and family.

Outstanding Economics Student - Spring 2003
Akiko Silva

Certificate of Excellence - Matthew Dunn

Certificate of Excellence - Yukiko Gazin
Certificate of Excellence - Timothy Geisbauer

Certificate of Excellence - Collin Moore
Certificate of Excellence - Meiko Saito

Certificate of Excellence - Josh Schlueter (did not attend)

Certificate of Excellence - Akiko Silva
Certificate of Distinction - Shant Chakerian

Certificate of Distinction - Joseph Costello

Certificate of Distinction - Kyle Houston (did not attend)
Certificate of Distinction - Jitender Rajpoot (did not attend)
Certificate of Distinction - David Sinclair

Certificate of Distinction - Anna Spektor

Certificate of Distinction - Edward Voskoboynik (did not attend)
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Certificate of Distinction - Monika Vyas

Richard Friedman Memorial Award - Donielle Crowley
Richard Friedman Memorial Award - Stanislav Markov

**Thanks to the Economics Association Officers 2002-2003**

Professor Svorny (Advisor to the Economics Association) thanks Anna Spektor, President
Thanks to Stan Markov, Vice President

Thanks to Kareena de Vera, Vice President of Events
And thanks to Tim Geisbauer, Treasurer

**Distinguished Guests**

Professor Gifford talks with Penny and Susan Friedman (Susan is the daughter of Richard Friedman, for whom the Memorial Award is named, Penny is Susan's mom).
Emeritus Professor and past Chair of the Department of Economics, Keith Evans, talks with Professor Tom Lee.

**Family and Friends**
Ayelet Shane (last year's Outstanding Economics Student) and her Daughter

Akiko Silva and her Son

Joseph Costello and his Parents
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Shant Chakerian and his Guests

Monika Vyas with her family and friend (her mom has a degree in economics, too)
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Donielle Crowley and her Guest

Collin Moore and his Guest
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Anna Spektor and her Brother

David Sinclair and his Family

**Faculty and Students**
Yukiko Gazin and Professor Tom Lee

Professors Richard Tontz and Glen Whitman
Professors Krol and Johnson share a joke.

Professors Anton (Tony) Lowenberg and Shirley Svorny
Anna got the Economics professors attending the awards event together with the Economics Association officers for this once-in-a-lifetime picture. From left to right, front row: Kareena de Vera (Econ Assoc VP of Events) Anna Spektor (Econ Assoc President), Professors Lee, Tontz, Halcoussis, Whitman, and Tchakerian, and Tim Geisbauer (Econ Assoc Treasure); back row: Professors Mathews, Chapman, Krol, Lowenberg (partially hidden), Johnson, Gifford (nearly hidden), and Svorny and Stan Markov (Econ Assoc VP) and Matt Dunn (designer of the Econ Assoc T-shirt).